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1. Introduction 
Let [F be a field of prime characteristic p and G a group containing an element of 
order p, FG the modular group algebra and U(FG) its group of units. Group theoretical 
properties of U(FG) have recently been investigated by several authors. 
In the case G is a finite p-group, the nilpotency class of U(FG) has been studied 
and determined in some cases by Mann and Shalev [8] and Shalev [ 121. In particular, 
G is characterized when U(FG) has nilpotency class less than p and exactly p, respec- 
tively. By studying the case p=2, Rao and Sandling [9] have recently completed the 
classification of finite p-groups G such that the class of U([FG) is 3. In a similar vein, 
for p > 2 Shalev has characterized finite groups G for which U(FG) is metaabelian 
[ 131. The same problem for p = 2 has been resolved by Coleman and Sandling [4] and 
Kurdics [6], independently. In this paper Engel properties of the group of units will 
be studied. 
Let G be a group. Denote the left normed commutator (x, y,. . . , y) of weight n + 1 
by (x, y, n). We say that G is n-Engel, if (x, y, n) = 1 is an identity in G, and also say 
that G is bounded Engel if it is n-Engel for some II. 
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The problem of determination of group algebras with bounded Engel groups of units, 
raised by Sehgal [ 111, was solved by Bovdi and Khripta [3]. Concerning the Engel 
length of the group of units, however, not much information seems to be available. 
Let IFG be a modular group algebra of prime characteristic p. In Theorems 1 and 2 
group algebras with (p - 2), (p - 1) and p-Engel groups of units are determined 
for p>2. Corollary 1 describes group algebras with nilpotent groups of units of class 
p - 1 and p (p > 2), extending the well-known result of Baginski [I] and Shalev [ 121. 
Using Theorem 2 and a result of Khripta [5], Theorem 3 describes group algebras 
with 2-Engel groups of units easily. In the first part of this paper [7], the author 
determined Lie 3-Engel group algebras, and proved that the group of units in this case is 
also 3-Engel. This strongly suggests that we can tackle the problem of characterization 
of group algebras with 3-Engel groups of units, which is done in Theorem 4. 
In what follows, we assume G to be a group containing an element of order p, and 
5 to be a field of prime characteristic p. We shall denote by t(G) and tP( G) the set 
of torsion elements of G and the set of elements of p-power order (or p-elements) 
for some prime p, respectively. Clearly, if either G is nilpotent or G’, the commutator 
subgroup of G, is contained in t&G) then t(G) and tp(G) are normal subgroups of G. 
By yk(G) we mean the kth term of the lower central series of G with y,(G) = G, 
by i(G) the center of G and by [( IFG) the center of [FG. For a subgroup H C G 
we denote by Y(H) = .Y(H, [FG) the ideal in [FG generated by all elements of form 
h - 1 with h E H, and, with H_finite, by g E [FG the sum of all elements of H. For a 
torsion element a E G we put (u) = a^. We shall use the following commutator identities 
frequently: 
[x, ,V’l = [xx. .vlz + jJ[x, zl, [xxv, =I = x[y. z] + [x, z]*v, 
in characteristic p [x, y, p] = [x, yp], 
[x, yl = .vx((x, v) - I), (x,y)= 1 +x-‘_F’[x,y], 
(x,yz)=(4z)(~,Y); =(w)(&.v)(xY,~), 
(xy,z) = (x,z)?‘(y,z) =(x,z)(x,z,?‘)(y,z). 
2. Results 
Theorem 1. Let F be a jield oj’prime characteristic p>2 and G a locally nilpotent 
nonabelian group tvith a nontriviul p-Sylo~ subgroup. Then the group of units U(FG) 
is p-Engel if and only if’ G is nilpotent bvith a commutator subgroup of order p. 
Proof. The ‘if’ claim is evident. To establish the ‘only if’ claim suppose that U([FG) is 
a nonabelian p-Engel group. Since G is locally nilpotent by Bovdi and Khripta’s result 
[3] G’ is a p-group. We will show that each finitely generated nonabelian subgroup 
of G has a commutator subgroup of order p, which immediately implies that G is 
itself nilpotent with a commutator subgroup of order p. 
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Let H be a finitely generated nonabelian subgroup of G. Since in a finitely generated 
nilpotent group each torsion subgroup is finite, the commutator subgroup H’ is finite. 
First, we show that if H is nilpotent of class 2 then H’ is of order p. Assume that 
H’ is of order greater than p. 
Let H’ be of exponent greater than p. Then there exist g, h E H such that (g, h) = c is 
of order p2 and u=g+cP-1 is a unit with uP=gP. Since (~~‘,u~‘)=l, (f)rO(modp) 
for l<k<p - 1, C,“=,(-l)“(f) =O, C~~~(-l)k’lk(~)=PC~~~(-l)k’lk(~Z:)= 
p’j7~~~(-l)kk(P;1) = - p, we see 





=u-‘8 l-I (gc ) k (-~)“+‘(~)~~~-‘~h”~~~~‘(-‘)~+‘k(~)~~-’~~~~-p (1) 
k=I 
Consequently, (24, h, p) = 1 follows gcp + c’p - cp = gcp + 19 - 1, i.e. (cp - 1)2 = 0, a 
contradiction, 
Hence, H’ is of exponent p. Since for a subgroup D of H’ the group iJ(FH/D) 
is a homomorphic image of U(FH), we may suppose IH’I = p2. Since H’ is non- 
cyclic, there exist a,, ~2, b E H such that (a,, b) = c, # 1, (a~, b) = c2 $ (cl). Clearly. 
we may suppose (a,,az)~ (cl). Indeed, if (a,,az)=$c$ with gcd(kl,p)= 1 then 
(a,bk’,b)=c,, (az,b)= c2 and (albk~,a?)=c~c~Z~~kZ =cF. Put ~=(ci-l)p-~b. Then 
~==a~(1 + w) is a unit and (a,,v)=(a,, 1 + w)(a,,az). Since 1 + w is in the normal 
subgroup 1 + (~1 - l)Pe21FH centralizing 1 + c?[FH, (cl - 1)2P-3 = 0, we have 
(a,, 1 + w)= 1 + a,‘(1 + w)-‘[a,&, - l)++ 1 + Gb, 
(al.u,P)=(a~,l+w,u,p- l)=(l +Gh,az,p- l)=l +Gr2b#l, 
a contradiction. Note that we also proved that a nilpotent group N of class 2 with a 
nontrivial p-Sylow subgroup and with U(IFN) p-Engel has a commutator subgroup of 
order p. 
Now we show that H must be nilpotent of class 2. Suppose on the contrary that H 
is of class greater than 2. Clearly, we may even assume that H is of class 3. Since 
H/73(H) is of class 2, by the facts proved above H’/y3(H) is cyclic of order p. Hence, 
we may also assume that H’ is of order p2 and is either cyclic or elementary abelian. 
Pick g,h E H such that (g,h) = d 6 1/3(H). 
If H’ is cyclic then, with dP =c, we have H’= (d), y3(H) = (c), cp = 1. Since 
(g, h,g), (g,h,h) E (c), we may choose g and h such that (g,h,g) = 1. Indeed, if (d,y) 
= ck (d, h) = cl, gcd(k, p) = gcd( I, p) = 1 then, with 11’ = 1 (mod p), (h-““g, h) = d, 
(d, h&q) = c-fki’ck = cPXck = 1. Note that (g,V’) = (g,h)P(g, /~,h)p(p-i)/~ = (g,/z)P = 
(gP,h)-c. Similarly, as in (l), for the unit u=g+c-1 we have (z?‘,~~‘)=l, uP=gp 
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and, using C~~~(-l)““(~)=l-l+c,“=,(-l)““(,p)=O, CkP_;‘(-l)k’lk(ll~)(~)= 
CkP_;l(-l)k+l(;I;) = c[:;(-l)“(“,‘) = - 1, 
(U,h,p)=fl(ul-l)~+l(i))hl =U-IUh’ p~(g”‘k+‘(:))hk 
k=O k=l 
=u -1 hP C,“=‘c-l)IC+‘(kP)CC~~‘(-I)k+‘k$(~) =U-IUhPC-I. u g 
Since (u, h, p) = 1, it follows gc+c2-c = gc+c- 1 i.e. (c- 1 )* = 0, which is impossible. 
Hence, H’ is elementary abelian. Suppose first that H is not 2-Engel. Then we may 
choose g and h such that (g,h) is not of class 2, and furthermore, (g, h, g) = c # 1 and 
(g,h,h)=l. Indeed, if(d,g)=c#l and (d,h)=ck with gcd(k,p)=l then (g,gpkh)=d 
and (d,g-kh)=~-k~k = 1. Now H’ = (d) x (c) and y3(H)= (e). Note that (g,hP)= 
(gJ’,h)=(g,h)P= 1. Put w=(c-l)Pp2g. For the unit u=g(l+w) we have (~,h)=(g,h) 
(g,h, 1 + w)(l + w,h). Since (d,h)= 1, 
(d,l +w)=l fd_‘(l +w)_‘(c- l)p-2[d,g]=1 +;g 
and (l+w,h)~ l+(c-l)lFH, we can see easily (u,h,p)=(d,l+w,h,p-l)(l+w,h,p). 
Furthermore, for p = 3 
(1 +w,h)= 1 +(l +w>-W[g,h](c- 1) 
=1+(1-(C-1)g+~g~)g(c-l)(d-1) 
=l+g(c-l)(d-l)-g%(d-l), 
(1 +w,h,h)=1 $(l +wJz-W([g,h](c- l)(d- l)-[g2,h]Z(d- 1)) 
= 1 + g(c - 1 )Z + g% 
and therefore, (1 +w,h,3)= 1. For p>3 we have (c- 1)2(P-2)=0, and (l+w,h,k)= 
1 +g(c - l)P-*(d - l)k. Hence (1 + w,h,p)= 1 and (u,h,p)=(d, 1 + w,h,p - l)= 
( 1 + Fg. h, p - 1) = 1 + ?zg for any p > 2. But this means (u, h, p) # 1, a contradiction. 
Finally, suppose that H is 2-Engel and of class 3. Then ys(H) is of exponent 3, and 
hence p = 3 and JH’/y3(H)J = 3, which is impossible by the auxiliary assertion in the 
proof of Theorem 2 in [7]. Therefore, H cannot be of class greater than 2, and thus 
IH’I=p. Cl 
By Heineken’s theorem [lo] a 3-Engel group is locally nilpotent. Therefore, in the 
previous theorem the condition that G be locally nilpotent can be omitted for p = 3. 
Theorem 2. Let F be a field of prime characteristic p>2 and G a locally nilpotent 
nonabekan group with a nontrivial p-Sylow subgroup. Then U(FG) is not (p - 2)- 
Engel, and U(FG) is (p - 1 )-Engel if and only if G is nilpotent with G’ = tp(G) of 
order p. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is provided by the lemmas below. 
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Lemma 1. Let p>2 and let G be nilpotent M)ith a commutator subgroup G’ #t,(G) 
of order p. Then U(FG) is not (p - I)-Engel. 
Proof. Suppose that U( IFG) is (p - 1 )-Engel. 
Assume first tr(G) C i(G). Let g, h E G, (g, h) = c, G’ = (c) and a E t,(G)\G’. Since 
t(G) must be abelian, g is not torsion. Then u = g + a - 1 is a unit, and observing 
(u 
h’ 
, uh’ ) = 1, UP = gp + at’ - 1 E i( IFG), (- 1 )k (“y’) = 1 (mod p) we compute easily 
P-1 P-1 P-1 
(U,h,p_ I)= n(u(-l)“(Y;‘))hk = n & n(&l)‘(“;‘)-I+ 
k=O k=O /=o 
= u-~u~;=;‘(-l%‘) 
P-1 P-1 
l-I & =ld-~ II (gc”+a- 1). 
k=O k=O 
It is easy to check 
(g+a- l)(gc+a- l)...(gcP-‘+a- 1) 
p-‘1 p 
=gp+i:c- 
0 I;=,p k 
gk(a - l)p-k + (a - l)p. 
Indeed, let .K be the set of subsets of GF (p) of k elements (1 d k < p - 1). and let 
.~=U~~o’S~,where{i~,i~,...,ik}ES~ifi~$_i~-t~~~f~k=~.ThenthemapS,~S,.+~, 
{il,iz,. . . ,ik} H {il+kk’,i2+kk1 , . . . , il, Sk-‘} is bijective (we mean kk-’ = 1 (mod p) 
and S, = So). 
Therefore (u,h,p - l)=l follows ?C~~/(l/p)(~)gk(a - l)P-“=O. But this is 
impossible because a 6 G’ and the supports of the summands (l/p) ( $gk’C(a - 1 )p--” 
are in different cosets of t,(G). 
Now, assume that tp(G) is noncentral and choose bE t,(G)\[( G), h E G with 
(b, h) = c. Then u = b + 1 is a unit and, in a similar manner as above, 
P-1 p--l 
(u,h,p - I)= ~(~(-‘)‘(“h’))~‘=u-P n(bck + l)= 1 
k=O k=O 
and we obtain the contradiction 2 Cfz,‘( 1 /p)(f) b” = 0. 0 
Lemma 2. Let G be a nilpotent group bcith G’ C tp(G), x1,x2,. . ,x, E U(FG), G, = 
(& Supp(x,)). Let Q be the direct product of the p’-Sylo~ subgroups of GI, and 
let el,ez,. . . , e, be a system of primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents with sum 1 
of the semisimple algebra FQ. Then Q is central in G, and there exist gij E G1, 
A,, E U(FQ) and *vi E I =S(tp( GI), [FG, ) such that xi = CT=, lijgijej + Wi. 
Proof. Since G is nilpotent, t(G) is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups and 
hence Q is central in G. Since Gt is finitely generated, t(G1) is a finite subgroup and the 
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direct product of Q and the p-Sylow subgroup P = t,,(Gl ). Put q = ej + I, then 
Clearly, IFGt/Iq is isomorphic to a crossed product of the right-orderable group GI/ 
t(G1) and the field FQej. By Bovdi’s [2, Theorem 11.21 in such a crossed product all 
units are trivial, i.e. of form S/l, where Se Gl/t(GI ) and i E FQej. Thus, any unit x, 
can be written as 
r 
xj = c Aijgijej + Wi, 
j=l 
where gij E Gr , Aij E U([FQ) and Wi E 1. 0 
Lemma 3. Let p>2 and let G be nilpotent of class 2 with a commutator subgroup 
G’= t,(G) of order p. Then U(FG) is nilpotent of class at most p - 1. 
Proof. Let X~E U([FG) (i= I,...,p), (XI,XZ)# 1 and 
Then we may apply the previous lemma and write X~ = c;=, lijgijej +wi, where the lij 
are units of [FQ with Q the direct product of the p’-Sylow subgroups of Gt, gij E Gt , 
wi E Z= 4(G’). Since xi’ = c/‘=, Il~~‘gl~‘ej (modI), it is easy to see 
(x1,x2) = 1 +x,‘x,‘[x,,x21 
and, moreover, (xt,x2,xs)= 1 + (x~,x~)-‘x~‘[(x~,x~),x~~~ 1 (mod13). Thus, (XI, 
x2,. . . ,x,) E 1 (modZP) and, since ZJ’ = {0}, this commutator vanishes, It is easy to 
see that y,(U(IFG)) is generated by p-fold commutators, and the assertion of the 
lemma follows. q 
Lemma 4. Let p>2 and let G be a locally nilpotent nonabelian group with a non- 
trivial p-Sylow subgroup. Then U(FG) is not (p - 2)-Engel. 
Proof. For p = 3 there is nothing to prove. Let p > 3 and suppose on the contrary that 
U( [FG) is (p - 2)-Engel. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 G is nilpotent of class 2 with 
a commutator subgroup G’ = tp(G) of order p. Hence, there exists g, h E G (with g 
of infinite order) such that (g, h) = c and G’ = (c). Then u = g + c - 1 is a unit. Note 
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that (z&’ ,z?‘)=l, zP=gf’, (-l)k+‘(P;2) = - (k + l)(modp), and put r= 1 + 
C”zf(k + 1) = 1 + [(p - 3)]/2p. It is easy to see 
P-2 




=u 24 (k+l))hk ~(u(-l)f+‘(p;2)+i+l)h’ 
I=1 







(k+ I ) )hk 
k=l 
Since U( FG) is (p - 2)-Engel, follows 
P-3 
III 
(gck + c - 1 )k+’ - g’-’ (gee + c - 1) = 0. 
k=O 
(2) 
Since C:i; k(k + 1) = - 2 (mod p), (2) can be written uniquely in the form 
c g’-P(c - 1 )‘Z[ = 0, (3) 
,=:(I 
where ZI E F(c). Since g is of infinite order, the supports of the nonzero summands 
in (3) are in different cosets of (c) and hence (3) is possible only if (c - 1 )‘z, = 0 
for any 1. Clearly, zo = 0 and for I= 1 we have z1 = Cizi(k + 1)~~~. Note that 
Supp (ZI ) = (c)\(c) and Supp (CZ~ ) = (c)\{c’}. But this forces the contradiction (c - 1) 
z1fO. 0 
These lemmas together prove Theorem 2 completely, and we also have 
Corollary 1. Let IF a field of prime characteristic p > 2 and G a nonabelian nilpotent 
group with G’ ajmite p-group. Then U(IFG) is nilpotent of class greater than p-2, 
and 
(i) U(ffG) is nilpotent of class p - 1 if and only if G’ = tp(G) is of order p; 
(ii) U( FG) is nilpotent of class p if and only if G’ is of order p and G’ # tp(G). 
Theorem 3. Let F be afield of prime characteristic p and G a group with a nontrivial 
p-Sylow subgroup. Then the group of units U(5G) is 2-Engel if and only tf one of 
the following conditions holds: 
(i) G is abelian; 
(ii) p=2 and G is nilpotent with a commutator subgroup of order 2; 
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(iii) p = 2 und G is nilpotent oj’ class 2 with an elementary abelian 2-Sylow sub- 
group t2(G) = G’ qf order 4; 
(iv) p = 3 and G is nilpotent with G’ = t3(G) of order 3. 
Proof. Let G be nonabelian and lJ([FG) 2-Engel. Then p = 2 or p = 3 by Theorem 2, 
which also proves our assertion in case p = 3. 
Let p=2. It is well known that a 2-Engel group is nilpotent of class at most 3. By 
Khripta’s [5, Theorem l] G’ is a finite 2-group. Then, since G is also a 2-Engel group, 
73(G) is of exponent dividing 3 and, consequently, G is of nilpotency class 2. It is 
easy to see that the commutator subgroup of U([FG) is also a 2-group and therefore 
the nilpotency classes of G and the group of units coincide. Thus, the statement of the 
theorem for p = 2 is assured by Khripta’s [ 5, Theorem 21. 0 
Note that Khripta’s above-mentioned result determines modular group algebras of 
characteristic 2 with unit groups nilpotent of class 2. 
Recall that in the first part of this paper [7] it has been proved that a noncommutative 
group algebra [FG is Lie 3-Engel if and only if either p = 2 and G is nilpotent of class 
2 with an elementary abelian commutator subgroup of order 2 or 4; or p = 2 and G 
is nilpotent of class 2 such that its commutator subgroup is an elementary abelian 
2-group of either finite order greater than 4 or of infinite order, and there exists an 
abelian subgroup of index 2 in G; or p = 3 and G is nilpotent with a commutator 
subgroup of order 3. It has also been shown in [7] that under these conditions the 
group of units is 3-Engel. 
Theorem 4. Let IF be a field of prime churacteristic p and G a group with u nontrivial 
p-Sylow subgroup. Then the group of units U( FG) is 3-Engel if and only ij” one of 
the following conditions hold&s: 
(i) IFG is Lie 3-Emgel; 
(ii) p = 2 and G is nilpotent oj’ cluss 2 such that G’ is elementary abeliun of 
order 8, und tz( G) is of order 8 or 16 und central in G; 
(iii) p = 2 und G is &potent of’ cluss 2 with G’ elementary abeliun of order 8, und 
t?(G)= (G’,a) is of order 16 such that /G: Cc(a)1 =2 and C&(a)=(a,G); 
(iv) p = 2 and G is nilpotent of class 2 nith G’ = tz(G) elementary ubelian of’ 
order 16; 
(v) p= 2 and G is nilpotent with G’= t*(G) cyclic oj’order 4; 
(vi) p= 2 and G is nilpotent of class 3 with G’= tz(G) elementary abelian oj’ 
order 4. 
Recall that by Heineken’s theorem a 3-Engel group is locally nilpotent. By 
Theorem 2 if U(5G) is nonabelian and 3-Engel then p= 2 or 3, and Theorem 1 
settles the case p= 3. For p= 2 the proof of Theorem 4 is provided by the lemmas 
below. 
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Lemma 5. Let p = 2 and let G be a nonabelian group with a nontrivial 2-Syfou 
subgroup such that U([FG) is 3-Engel. Then G is nilpotent of class at most 3 and the 
commutator subgroup G’ is of exponent 2 or 4. Furthermore, if there exist at least 
t)vo distinct central elements of order 2 in G then G is nilpotent of class 2 and G’ 
is an elementary abelian 2-group; if G is nilpotent of class 3 or G’ is of exponent 4 
then there exists a unique central element c of order 2 in G and (G’)” C (c), ?3(G) 
c (c)* 
Proof. Since G is locally nilpotent, by Bovdi and Khripta’s [3, Lemma 2.11 G’ is a 2- 
group. Let H be a finitely generated nonabelian subgroup of G. Then it is nilpotent and 
its centre contains an element d of order 2. For any g. h E H we have ( 1 +d^g, h, 4) = 1 + 
&cgh3 + g) = 1, which follows (g, h4) E (d); moreover, 
(4) 
implies z((g, h3) + (g, h2) + (g. h) + 1) = 0, which is possible only if (g, h’) E (d) for 
some i E { 1,2,3}. Since (g, h3) E (d) implies (y, h) E (d), (g, h2) E (d) holds in any 
case. Putting ?? = H/(d), we have ?i’ C i(E), and hence g is nilpotent of class 2 
such that its commutator subgroup is an elementary abelian 2-group. It follows that 
H is nilpotent of class at most 3 and the exponent of H’ is 2 or 4. Since H is an 
arbitrary finitely generated nonabelian subgroup of G, we have showed in fact that G 
is nilpotent of class at most 3 and the exponent of G’ is 2 or 4. 
If there exist at least two distinct central elements of order 2 in G then, repeating the 
above argument using (4) twice for g, h E G, it is clear that G is nilpotent of class 2 
and G’ is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
If G is nilpotent of class 3 or G’ is of exponent 4 then, clearly, there exists a 
unique central element c of order 2 in G. Now the last assertion of the lemma follows 
from the fact that G/( ) . c IS nilpotent of class 2 and its commutator subgroup is of 
exponent 2. 0 
Lemma 6. Let p=2 and let G be a nilpotent group such that either 
(I) G is of class 2 and G’ is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 8; 
(II) G is of class 2 and G’ = tz(G) is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 16: 
(III) G is of class 2 or 3 and G’ is cyclic of order 4; or 
( IV) G is of class 3 and G’ is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 4. 
Then U( IFG) is 3-Engel if and only if x[x, y,3] + [x, y, y][x. v] = 0 for anl 
x. y E L’( LFG). 
Proof. Let x, JJ E U( IFG) be noncommuting elements and I = ,f(G’). Recall the iden- 
tity (x,_v,_v’) =(A y, _~)~(x,y,3). If G is of type (I), (II) or (III) and is of class 2 
then (x, y, _Y>* E 1 + Z5 = { 1 }. If G is of type (III) or (IV) and is of class 3 then for 
d E G’\?,(G) and g,h E G [(d + l>g,h]=(d + l)[g,h] + [d,h]g~?[FG with cays 
of order 2, and hence (x, v, _v)~ E (1 + Z’IFG)’ = { 1). Consequently (x, _Y. 3) = (x. y, y’) 
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in each case, and (x, y, 3) = 1 if and only if [(x, y ), y2] = 0. We see easily 
KwLYZl = L-‘_v-‘[wl,y21 =x-‘.Y’[x,y,3] + [x-1,y2]y-‘[x,y] 
if and only if [x, y, 3]+ y[x, y, y]x- ’ y-’ [x, y] = 0. To complete the proof we must show 
Y~~,Y,.v1x-‘Y-‘[x,Y]=x-‘[x,y,y~x,y]. 
Now we verify [x, y, y]t[x, Y] E G’IFG C i( IFG) and [x7 y, y]t[x, y,z] = 0 for any t E [FG 
and x, y,z E U(LFG). If G is of type (I), or of type (III) and of class 2 then [x, y, y]t[x, y] 
E13 C ??ffG and [x. y, y]t[x, y,z] E Z4 = 0. If G is of type (II) then by Lemma 2 
write 
r 
x= c ijgjej + W-r, _V = pjhjej + WY, 
j=l /=I 
where the Aj,pj are units of EQ with Q the direct product of the 2’-Sylow subgroups 
of GI = (S~pp (x) U Supp (y)), gj, hj E G1 and w,, w!, E I. Therefore, 
[X, Y] 3 2 ljPj[gj, hj]ej (mod I2 ), [x,Y,Y] 5 eAj$[gj,hf]ej ~O(mod 13) 
j=l j=l 
which implies [x, y, y]t[x, y] E I4 & ??FG and [x, y, y]t[x, y,z] E Z5 = 0. If G is of class 3 
and of type (III) or (IV) then, with 73(G)= (c) and d E G’\y3(G), [x,y,y], [x,y,z] ~2 
FG as above, we have [x, y, y]t[x, y] E ?(d- 1 )IFG = &FG and [x, y, y]t[x, y,z] E (%G)2 
= 0. 
By these properties we can see 
Y~~~_v~Y1~~‘.v-‘~~,Y1= Y[x>Y,yl[x,Y,~-ly-ll + y[x,y,y][x,ylx-‘y-’ 
=Y~~,.v,Yl~~,yl~-‘.v-’ =~-‘[x,y,yl[4Yl, 
and thus [x, y, 31 + y[x, y, y]x-’ y-‘[x, y] = 0 if and only if x[x, y, 31 + [x, y, ,v] 
[x,y]=O. 0 
Lemma 7. Let p = 2 and let G be nilpotent of class 2 such that G’ is an elementary 
abelian 2-group of either jinite order greater than 4 or of infinite order, and suppose 
that G does not have an abelian subgroup of index 2. Then U(FG) is 3-Engel if and 
only if either 
(i) G’ is of order 8 and t2(G) is central in G and is of order at most 16; 
(ii) G’ is of order 8 and tz( G) = (G’, ) a is of order 16 ,+ith /G: Cc(a)1 =2 und 
C;(a) = (a, G); or 
(iii) G’ = t2(G) is of order 16. 
Proof. First, we establish the ‘if’ claim. Let U, v E U( [FG) = U be noncommuting ele- 
ments and GI = (Supp(u) U Supp (v)), Z = 4(G’), J = Y(tl(G)). By Lemma 2 we can 
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write u- %w, V-P, where 
r 
i. = c iigiej. P = 2 Phiei, (5) 
i=l !=I 
the e, are central orthogonal idempotents with sum 1, the A,, p’i are units of FQ with 
Q the direct product of the 2’-Sylow subgroups of Gr, gi, hi E Gt and w,z E 1 + J. 
If G’ = t~( G) is of order 8 then it is easy to show (u, v, 3) E 1 + Z4 = {l}. Let 
IG’l = 8, ItI = 16 and tl(G)= (a, G'). P u w=l +(a+ 1)wr +wz and z=l + t 
(a+l)=,+z~, where wl,zr E[FG, w~,z~EZ, andobserve (~+1)~6GcZ, Z”=(O), [Zk,Z’] 
Cl”+‘+‘, (.w + Y~)~=.JJ: + _vi + [YI~YZI and (y1y2)~=.v~_v~ + YI[_v~,.YI].Y~ for any _ 
~1, y? E [FG, y2 C Z + i( [FG) for any y E [FG, y2 E Z3 for any y E I. and, furthermore, 
U is nilpotent of class at most 4 i.e. y,(U) = {l}, 1 +I’ and ~3( U) centralizes U’, /2’ 
and (A, ~1) is central in U. By Lemma 6 (u, tl,3 ) = (u, v, 2~~). Clearly, 
(n, v) = (n,~)(~,z)(U’,~)(~v,z)(mod y3(U)), D’ 5 p2z2(z, p)(mod 1/3(U)), 
(U,U,3) = (u,a,V2)=((E,,~)(W,~o(W,~),z2(2,/1)). (6) 
First, let a be central in G. Then z2 ~1~ + i(IFG) and (W,Z)E 1 + [J,J] & 1 + 
[(a + 1 )[FG + Z,(a + 1)IFG + I] C 1 + I’, hence both elements centralize U’ C 1 + Z 
and (u,D,~)=((/~,z)(w,~),(=,~~)). The commutators (A,z), (w,~) and (z,~) are in 
1 + (a + 1)Z + Z2, and hence commute with each other. Thus (u, v,3) = 1 and U is 
3-Engel if G is of type (i). 
Now suppose that G is of type (ii), IG : A I = 2, where A = Co(a) and A’ = (a, G) = 
(c). Let v= cF=, vifiei with the v; units of [FQ, fi E G,, and let x E 1 + J, x= 1 + 
(a + 1)x1 +x2, x1 E [FG, XI E 1. Then 
(v,x)= 1 + \ -‘x-‘[VJ] = 1 + V’(1 + (a + l)x,)[v,(a + 1)x,] 
= 1 + F’[V,(U + 1)x1] + (a + l)l’-l[v,u]x~ + (a + l)W[v,xt]xr 
= 1 + v-‘[v, (a + 1 )x1] + (a + 1 )v-‘[v, u]x: (mod I’). 
Note that (a + 1)~‘[~,a] is central in [FG. Since 
(7) 
A(1 +(a+ l)Zl +z& 
= 1 + (a + 1)2$ + (a + l)[Zl,U]Zl +z_5 + [(a + l)Zl,Z2] 
= (a + l)[zr,u]zr (mod [((FG) +Z”), 
(w,z) = 1 + w-‘z-‘[Iv,,_] 
= 1+(1 +(a+ l)w,)(l f(u+ l)z1)[(u+ l)w1,(u+ 1)Zll 
= 1 + (a + 1 )[wI, a]=~ + (a + 1 )[U,ZI]WI (mod Z2), 
applying (7) for the commutators (A,z), (w,~), (z,~) (note (v,x)-(x,v)(modZ3)) 
it follows that z2 commutes with (%,z) and (w,~), and (w,z) commutes with z2 and 
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(z,,~). By (6) we conclude 
We shall prove (,1,x)’ = 1. We see 
= 1 + CK2(” + l)([fi,xl,~l[fi>xll + [fi,al[f;,x,,x,l)ei. 
i=l 
If fi =dEA and x, =x1, +x,2b with x,,,x12 E IFA and b4A then 
(8) 
(9) 
[fi.xl.Ql[fiJll + [fi,~l[“Lxl~xll= [d,xl,~l[d,xll 
= 1~x1, +x,zb,dl[d,x,, +x&l 
= [a.xd,dl[d,xnb] =~:~[a, b,d][d, bl 
= x$[b, d12 = 0. 
If h = b 4 A and x, =x1, + x12b with x,1,x,2 E FA then, using x: =xf, + x12xf2b2 + 
[XI ,,x,zbl, 
[fi~,,~l[fi>x~l + U,~I[JI:JIJII = [b,x,, +xd~,al[b,xll +~ub[b,xfl 
= [b,x,,,al[b,x,l+~ub[x,,,x,~b,b] 
= [a.b,x,,l[b,x,l +Zub[x,z[x,,,b],bl 
=~~W,x,,l[b~,, +.mbl+ b,z,bltxil,bl> 
= &b[b,x, ,I2 = 0. 
By (9), indeed, (v,x)~ = 1. Therefore, (2,~)~ = (w, p)2 = (z, p)2 = 1, and, furthermore, 
recalling that ys(U) is a central elementary subgroup of U’, 
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Thus, by (8), (u,v,3)= 1 and U is 3-Engel if G is of type (ii). 
Let G be of type (iii). Now write u and o again by Lemma 2 as u = 3, +w, D = p +z, 
where 3. and ~1 are like in (5), and w,z E I = J. Clearly, I5 = (0) and 
[u, 01 E C (hPi[gi,hil + A[gi,zl+ Pi[w, hilki (mod z3L 
i=l 
[U, 0, V] E C (APi[gi,-?3 hi] + Api[gi, hi,z]>ei (mod z4>, 
i=l 
[4 03 31 = 2 &$[gi,hi,z,hi]ei, U[K 02 31 = e ~fP~.4i[gi, hi,.? hi]ei, 
1=l i=l 
[K [I, u][K 01 = C ~?~Lz[gi,z,hi][gi,hi]ei 
i=l 
It is easy to see that for any g, h, b E G and c E G’ 
-- 
g[g, h,% h] =q&z)(g, b)(b, h)g2h2b = [g,% h][g, h]. 
Thus, U[U, u, 31 + [u, o, L~][u, ] = 0 and by Lemma 6 U is 3-Engel if G is of type (iii). 
We proceed to establish the ‘only if’ claim. Suppose for the rest of the proof that 
U is 3-Engel. 
For brevity, we shall say that X, yt, _vz E G is a d-triple if (x, yl ) # 1, (x, y2 ) # 1, 
((x3 Yl,) f- ((4 Y2)) = { 1 1 and (YI, ~2) $ ((x, VI >,(x, ~2)). By Lemma 3 of [71, as G 
does not have an abelian subgroup of index 2, for any x E G with IG: Co(x)1 > 2 there 
exist ye, 39 E G such that x, yi, _JQ is a &triple. 
Assume UE t?(G) with IG: Co(a)1 >2. Then there exist bl, b2 E G such that a,bl, h2 
is a S-triple. Put Gi = (a, bi, 62). Clearly, IG; I = 8 and U( [FGi) is 3-Engel. For the 
units u=l +a+61 and u=l +a+bz we have 
[u, ul = [a, 621 + [bl, a] + [h. 621, t’2 E [a. b2] (mod [( [FG)), 
[u, o, tl] = [u, ~‘~1 = [a, b2,61], [u,L’,3l=[a,h2,h,al+ [a,b2.h,b21, 
[~~~‘,~,l[~~~l=~~,~2~~ll~[~l,~l+ [h,~21), 
u[u, 1’,3] + [U, u, U,][U, U] = &7blb2(( 1 + a + b,)(u + b2) + Ubl + blb2) 
-7 = G,ubibz(l + u)(u + b2) 
and by Lemma 6 it follows %(u + u2 + 62 + ubl) = 0, which is impossible because 
uG;, u’G;, b2Gi and ub2Gi are disjoint cosets. Hence, for the rest of the proof we 
may suppose that each element in t2(G) has at most 2 conjugates. 
Let H be a subgroup of index 2 in G. We show that there exists a S-triple x, yi, y2 
such that x $ H and ~1, y2 E H. Indeed, suppose that each element in G\H has at 
most 2 conjugates. But then there exist a S-triple b, al, a~ E H and f $! H such that 
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(f9G)n ((b,a~)) x ((&a~)) = { 1). Furthemw from fb$K (fb,al)=(f,a~) 
(b,al)# 1 and (fb,a2)=(f,az)(b,az)# 1 we obtain (f,alaz) = (b,alaz), a contra- 
diction. Hence, there exists x $! H with more than 2 conjugates. Then there exist 
hi,h2 E G such that x,hl,h~ is a S-triple. If hi E H then put y; = hi; if hi 6 H then put 
-Vi = X -‘hi E H. It is easy to see that x, yi, y2 is a S-triple with x +! H and yi, y2 E H. 
Assume that IG’l =8, It2(G)] = 16, &(G)= (a, G’), A = Cc(a) is of index 2 and 
(a, G) = (c) #A’. 
We show that there exist a S-triple x, yi, y2 E G such that x @A, yi, y2 E A and 
(x,yi) =c. Clearly, it suffices to prove c E ((x, yi)) x ((x, ~2)). Suppose the contrary. 
Let g,hi,hz E G be a d-triple such that g$A, hi,/22 EA. Then c$ ((g,hl)) x ((g,h2)) 
and (hi,h?) equals either c, c(g,hi), c(g,h2) or c(g,hihz). If (hi,h~)=c(g,hi) then 
(gh2,hl)=(g,hl)(hl,h2)=c, (gkhz)=(g,&) and (hi,&)=c(g,hi)$ (c) x ((g,M), 
a contradiction. In case (h 1, hz ) equals c(g, h2 ) or c(g, hi h2 ) we obtain a contradiction 
in a similar manner. 
Hence (hl,h2) = c. Since A’ # (c) and A/CA(g) = (a) x (hl) x (&), there exists either 
tEAnCG(g) such that (hi,t) or (h~,t), say, (hl,t)$ (c), or tl,t~~AflC~(g) such that 
(fl,f2) e (4. 
In the first case since (g,at)=c. (g,hl)#c, we have (hl,t)=(g,hl) or c(g,hl). If 
(hi,t)=(g,hi) then (gM,hi)=c and (gM,M)=(g,h2) but (hl,M)=c(g,hi)$ (c) 
x ((g,h2)), a contradiction. If (hl,t)=c(g,hl) then (ghzt,ahl)=c, (ghzt,hzt)=(g,hI) 
but (ahl,h2t)=(g,hl)$! (c) x ((g,hz)), a contradiction. 
In the second case we may suppose (hi, tj) E (c) (i,j E { 1,2}). But since (g,atl) = c, 
(g,hltZ)=(g,hl), (atl,hlt2)=(tl,t2) or c(tl,tz). we have (tl,tz)=(g,hl) or c(g,hl), 
and, similarly with h2 replacing hi, we also have (tl, t2) = (g,hz) or c(g. h2), a con- 
tradiction. The existence of the b-triple x, yi, y2 satisfying the required properties is 
clear. 
Let x, yi, y2 E G be a S-triple such that x $! A, ~1, y2 E A and (x, yi ) = c. Then for 
the units u=l +(a+ 1)x and v=yZ+(a+ 1)yi we have 
[K 01~ (a + 1 Xx, ~21 +(a + 1 Xx, alyl (mod I2 ), 
u2 == (a + 1 XVI, ~21 (mod I(W): 
[u, K VI- (a + 1 >[a,xl[yl, WI (mod I3 1, 
[w43l=(a+ l)[a,x,y21[yl,y2l=(a+ l)Caxyly: 
and [u, u, v][u, t)] = 0, which, together with [u, v, 3]# 0, contradicts Lemma 6. Until this 
point we have proved that if IG’l = 8 and Itz(G)l< 16 then G is of type (i) or (ii). 
Assume IG’] = 8 and Itz(G)l> 16. Then there exist bi,b2 E tz(G)\G’ such that b, 4 b2 
G’ and b$ E G’. Also, by an an earlier observation, IG:C~(bl)l<2, IG:CG(b2)l<2. 
Let x, ~1, y2 E G\&(G) be a &triple with x $ CG(b2) and yr, y2 E CG(b2) if ]G : CG(b2)l 
= 2. Since in (x, yi, ~2, b2) the 2-Sylow subgroup is of order 16, by the previous case we 
may suppose (b2,G)C ((yl,y~)). For the units u=x+(b,+l)y, and v=yl+(b2+l)y2 
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we have 
[%t~l= [x,Yll + hb21y2 + (b2 + 1lLGy21 + [bl,yllyl + [b,,b2]y1y2 
+(b2 + l)(bl + 1)[.Vl,Y21 f(b2 + l)[b,,y21y,, 
o2 - (b2 + 1 )[YI, y21 (mod PG)), 
[u,v,vl= [w21 =(b2 + 1 )[y1,y2,xl + (b2 + l)[y1,yz,b1]y1, 
[h&31 =(b2 + l)[y1,y2,x.y1] =(b2 + l)G’xy:ys, 
[u, 4 ol[u3 VI = (b2 + 1 )[Yl, y2,x][x, y1] + (b2 + 1 )[_V,) y2, b,][x, y,]y1 
+(b2 + l)[Yl~Y2,xl[~l,y,lyl 
-72 2 
= (b2 + ‘jG ’ y1y2 + 
0 
(b2 + ])~b,X?/;Y2, 
but, since U([FG) is 3-Engel, 
u[k %31+ [u, ‘J, ul[u, ~1 =(bl + l)(b2 + l)~~y;~~ + 
0 
(b2 + l)cb,xy;y2 
={ 
(bl + l)(b2 + l>~xy:yz # 0 
(b2 + 1 )~xy;y, # 0 
contradicts Lemma 6. Thus, if IG’I = 8 then G is of type (i) or (ii). 
Assume IG’] = 16 and ]t2(G)l> 16. Let x,yi,y2 be a &triple and put Gi = 
(x, yl,yz,b,G'), where b E t2(G)\G’, JG: C&b)1 62 and b2 E G’. If Gi has a com- 
mutator subgroup of order 8 then, since It2(Gi )I > 16, by the previous case U(IFGi ) 
cannot be 3-Engel. If G{ is of order 16 then IG: CG(b)l = 2, and assume x $ CG(b) 
and YI,YzEG(~). Then (b,x)=c#l and G’=((x,.YI)) x ((x,.Y~)) x (<yl,y2)) x (c). 
Similarly, as in the proof of Lemma 6, for any U, v E U([FG) we have (u, u, u)~ = 1 as 
y2 E Z5 for any y E 12, and (u, v, 3) = (u, z’, v2). Hence (u, v, 3) = 1 follows [(u, v), v2] = 0, 
and consequently [u,v,3] + v[u,v,o]u-Iv’-‘[u,v] = 0 must be satisfied. For the units 
u =x + (b + 1)yi and v = yi + (c + l)y2, in particular, 
L’[U, v, v]U-‘v-’ [u, v] = U-’ [u, v, o][u, D] E z;[FG, 
[u, al = [x9 Yi I+ (c + 1 Xx, y21+ (b + 1) (c + 1 )[YI 1Y21. 
u2 = (e + 111~1, ~21 (mod i(W), 
[u, n, 01 = [u, v21 = (c + 1 )[Yl, y2,xl, [u, r,31= (C + 1)[y1,y2,x,y11 =Gxy:yz, 
v[u, v, u]u-‘v-l [% VI = u-‘[u, 0, Vl[% tll= u-‘(c + 1 )[y1, y2,xI[x, Yll 
=fA -‘Cx2y:y2, 
u[u, v, 3]+ [u, v, vl[u, VI= (b -t 1 )gxy; y2 # 0, 
a contradiction. 
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Finally, if ]G’I > 16 then, with x, yi , y2 a S-triple, GI = (x, yi, ~2, G’) has a commu- 
tator subgroup of order 8 and a 2-Sylow subgroup of order greater than 16, and by 
the facts proved above U([FGi) cannot be 3-Engel. Thus, if IG’( >8 then G must be 
of type (iii). 0 
Lemma 8. Let p = 2 and let G be a nonabelian group such that G’ is of exponent 4. 
Then U(FG) is 3-Engel if and only if G is nilpotent and G’ = t*(G) is cyclic of 
order 4. 
Proof. To prove the ‘if’ claim note that by a similar argument as in the proof of 
Lemma 3 if G is of class 2, and by Khripta’s [5, Theorem 21 if G is of class 3, 
U(IFG) is even nilpotent of class at most 3. 
To establish the ‘only if’ claim suppose that U([FG) is 3-Engel and yet either 
G’ # tz(G) or G’ is not cyclic. By Lemma 5 G is nilpotent of class 2 or 3, hence 
there exist g, h E G such that (g, h) = d is of order 4. Moreover, y3(G) C (d2). Then 
(y, h) has a cyclic commutator subgroup of order 4. 
Suppose first that one of g and h is a 2-element. Since yj(G) C (d2) it is easy to 
see that we may choose g and h such that (y, h, h) = 1, which follows (g, h2) = d2 by 
the identity (x, y2) = (x, y)*(x. y, v). Clearly, u = 1 + g + h is a unit. We have 
[u, h] = [g, h] = hg(d + 1). [u, h, h] = [g, h2] = h”g(d2 + 1 ), 
[u, h, 31 = [g, h, 3]= dgh3, u[u. h, 31-t [u, h, h][u, h] = (1 + h)dgh3 # 0 
because h 4 (d). But, since U, h E U( F(g, h) ), this contradicts Lemma 6. 
Now suppose that (t*(G), G) is of exponent at most 2 and g, h @ t*(G). Again, 
we may choose g and h such that (g, h, h) = 1. It is easy to see that there exists 
a E tz(G)\(d) such that (a,g),(a, h) E (d2). Indeed, if G’ is not cyclic then we can 
choose a to be any element in G’\(d). M oreover, if G’ = (d), G’ # tz(G) then we 
can choose a to be any element in t?(G)\G’, since now the only element of order 
2 in G’ is d2. Hence (g, h,a) has a cyclic commutator subgroup of order 4. Then 
u=l +a+gEU(F(g,h,a)) is a unit and 
[u, hl = [a, hl + [g, hl, [u, h, hl = [g, h21, [u, h, 31= [Y, h, 31, 
u[u,h,3]+[u,h,h][u,h]=(l +a)dgh3#0 
because a +! (d), contradicting Lemma 6. 0 
Lemma 9. Let p =2 and let G be u nilpotent group of class 3 such that G’ is an 
elementat-y abelian 2-group. Then U(FG) is 3-Engel if and only if G’= tZ(G) is of 
order 4. 
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Proof. By Khripta’s result cited above if G’ = tl( G) is of order 4 then U( FG) is even 
nilpotent of class 3. 
Conversely, suppose that U(FG) is 3-Engel and yet G’ # tz(G) or G’ is of order 
greater than 4. By Lemma 5 there exists a unique central element c of order 2 in 
G and ys(G)= (c). S ince G is nilpotent of class 3, G2 is not central in G, and by 
the identity (x,y2) = (x, ~)~(x,y, y) there exist g,h E G such that (g,h) =d # c and 
(g,h2)=(g,h,h)=c. Put H = (g,h). 
Suppose first that one of g and h is a 2-element. Then u = 1 + g + h E U(FH) and 
[U. hl = [g, hl = hgd? [U, h, h] = [g, h, h] = [g, h2] = h2gZ 
[u,h,3]=[g,h,3]=z&ggh3, U[U, h, 31 + [U, h, h][u, h] = (1 + h)z&ggh3 # 0 
which, since the commutator subgroup of H is of order 4, contradicts Lemma 6. 
By the above argument we may suppose that all 2-elements are 2-Engel elements and 
(tz(G), G2) = {l}. It is easy to see that there exists a E t2(G)\H’ such that (a, g), (a, h) 
E H’. Indeed, if G’ is of order greater than 4 then we can choose a to be any element 
in G’\H’; if G’ is order 4 then G’= H’ and we can choose a to be any element in 
tz(G)\H’. Note that (a,/~~) = (a, h, h) = 1 and hence (a, h) E (c). Clearly, the commu- 
tator subgroup of HI = (u. g, h) is just H’, and u = 1 + a + g E FHI is a unit. Then 
[u, h] = [a, h] + [g, h] = [a, h] + hgd? [U, h, h] = [a, h2] + [g, h2] = [g, h2] = h2gZ 
[U, h, 3]= [g, h, 31 =zzgghs, U[U, h, 31 + [u,h, h][u, h] = (1 + a)z&ggh3 # 0, 
contradicting Lemma 6. Cl 
We have established Theorem 4 completely. 
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